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Ocean 11

Smokers

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EARTH AND FORMATION OF THE OCEANS

•Planets form from clouds of gas and dust that rotate around a central star. 

•Some force, such as a shock wave from an exploding star, causes enough 
material to pull together and begin to clump under its own gravity – and a 
planet is born. 

•If there were no ocean on Earth it would look like the Moon or Mars –
pocketed with millions of craters. Craters on land have been eroded by the 
action of water and plants. 

•Cooling of vented volcanic gases allowed water vapor to condense and 
begin pooling in depressions of the Earth’s surface. As it began to rain the 
minerals in the exposed rocks were eroded - these became one source of the 
salts in the sea.

Ocean Profile

The ocean bottom is divided into four major areas: 
continental shelf
continental slope
deep ocean basin or abyss
Mid-Atlantic Ridge

The continental shelf extends from 125-230 km offshore to 
depths of about 200 metres. Major offshore areas that make up 
the shelf are the Northumberland Strait, southeastern Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, Sydney Bight, Scotian Shelf, Georges Bank, Gulf 
of Maine, and Bay of Fundy. The landscape is that of a 
submerged coastal plain, and the structure reflects long periods
of terrestrial erosion, the passage of continental ice sheets, and 
the influence of the ocean. Features include basins up to 280 m 
deep on the central shelf; fishing banks; channels; and Sable 
Island (District 890), on Sable Island Bank, extending 26 m 
above sea level. Waters from the Gulf of St. Lawrence and from 
further offshore (the slope water) mainly influence biological 
processes on the shelf; and the animals and plants, and 
seasonal cycles of productivity and abundance, follow patterns 
typical of cool temperate regions.

The continental shelf extends underwater from each of the major land 
masses. It is the submerged portion of the continents. The shelf has 
features similar to those we see on land, including hills, ridges, and 
canyons.

The size of the shelf varies. It may be virtually non-existent in some areas; 
elsewhere it may extend from shore for several hundred miles. The shelf’s 
average distance is about 64 kilometers (40 mi).

It is beyond the continental shelf that the “deep sea” begins. The 
shelf ends at a depth of about 200 meters (660 ft), giving way to the 
steeper continental slope, which descends about 3,700 meters 
(12,000 ft) to the deep ocean basin.

Here, the ocean floor deepens sharply and its features again 
resemble those on land, only on a much larger scale, with great 
plains and mountains.

In fact, the Earth’s longest mountain range lies under the sea. Over 
56,000 kilometers (35,000 mi) long, this mountain range, called the 
Mid-Ocean Ridge system, snakes its way around the globe.

The Mid-Ocean Ridge marks the areas where the Earth’s crustal 
plates are moving apart. It is one of the most geologically active 
areas on Earth. It is where new seafloor is being born, giving rise 
to hydrothermal vents and volcanoes.

Plate Tectonics
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PLATE TECTONICS AND MID-OCEAN RIDGES

•The Earth is covered with a cool, rigid shell called the lithosphere. 
Underneath is a semi-molten layer called the aesthenosphere. 

•The lithosphere is broken into about a dozen major plates and several 
small plates. These plates, part of the lithosphere, can move on the 
slowly flowing aesthenosphere. 

•All of the continents were once joined together into one large continent 
called Pangaea. Through movements of the plates the continents were 
separated into the configuration with which we are familiar today. This 
process is called plate tectonics. 

•There are two kinds of plates – less dense continental plates and 
more dense oceanic plates. Continental plates are made up of rocks 
like granite, while oceanic plates are made up of basalts. Because 
basalts are more dense than continental granites, continents “float”
and oceans cover the lower-lying oceanic plates. 

•Plates can meet in three ways. They can collide and form mountain 
ranges, such as the Alps and Himalayas. They can slide pass each
other (at the San Andreas Fault, for instance) or they can slide one 
under the other (this occurs along the edges of the Pacific, creating 
many volcanoes and volcanic islands and causing earthquakes). 

•New oceanic plate material is formed along the mid-ocean ridge. 
Here molten rock slowly rises up through a deep trench and forces 
the two sides of the plate apart. Because the molten lava is very hot, 
it is not very dense and so forms high “mountains” besides the 
trench. 

As new material is formed at the mid-ocean ridge, older material is 
forced  away to the side. This rock cools and becomes more dense, 
creating deep ocean basins.

As molten rock (VERY hot!) enters the deep ocean (VERY cold) it 
forms odd shapes and forms called pillow lavas. Scientists have 
photographed pillow lavas being formed at the edges of the Hawaiian 
Islands and in the deep ocean.

Plates at the mid-ocean ridge move away from each other at rates of 
2–20 cm (1/2 – 8 inches) per year. 

The Earth’s inner core is a solid sphere composed mostly of iron. It is 
about 2,400 kilometers (1,500 mi) in diameter and is believed to be as 
hot as 6650° C (12000° F). This heat is probably generated by the 
radioactive decay of uranium and other elements. The inner core is 
bordered by a liquid outer core that is 4700° C (8500°F).

Surrounding the outer core is the mantle, which is composed of hot, 
molten rock called magma. The churning of the magma, caused by the 
heat rising from the core, generates pressure on the Earth’s surface 
layer, or crust.

The crust is very thin compared to the other layers, ranging in thickness 
from only about 3.2 kilometers (2 mi) in some areas of the ocean floor to 
some 121 kilometers (75 mi) deep under mountains. 

The crust is composed of plates on which the continents and oceans rest. 
Like giant rafts, these plates move slowly on the magma beneath them. 
The plates may move apart, collide, and slide past each other, resulting 
in such high-energy phenomena as hydrothermal vents, volcanoes, and 
earthquakes.

Simply defined, the term plate tectonics refers to how the Earth’s 
surface is made up of plates. In geology, a plate is a large slab of 
rock, while tectonics is a word of Greek origin meaning “to build.”

The theory of plate tectonics became widely accepted by scientists in 
the 1960s and 1970s. It revolutionized our understanding of the 
Earth and unified the Earth sciences, from the study of fossils 
(paleontology) to the study of earthquakes (seismology).

According to this theory, the Earth’s crust is made up of about a 
dozen plates on which the continents and oceans rest. These plates 
are continually shifting because the surface beneath them — the hot, 
soft mantle — is moving slowly like a conveyor belt, driven by heat 
and other forces at work in the Earth’s core. The plates are moving 
about a centimeter (0.5 in) to 15 centimeters (6 in) per year in
different directions.

This map shows the major tectonic plates that make up the Earth’s crust 
and the directions in which they are moving. Map adapted from NOAA.

The first hydrothermal vent was discovered in 1977. They are known 
to exist in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans. Most are found at an 
average depth of about 2,100 meters (7,000 ft) in areas of seafloor 
spreading along the Mid-Ocean Ridge system— the underwater 
mountain chain that snakes its way around the globe.

The Mid-Ocean Ridge system, shown above snaking its way between the 
continents, is more than 56,000 kilometers (35,000 miles) long. This series of 
mountains and valleys marks the areas where the Earth’s crustal plates are 
moving apart. This is where most hydrothermal vents are located.

Vents, Volcanoes & Quakes

The Earth’s tectonic plates can move apart, collide, or slide past each other. 
The Mid-Ocean Ridge system — the Earth’s underwater mountain range —
arises where the plates are moving apart. As the plates part, the seafloor 
cracks. Cold seawater seeps down into these cracks, becomes super-heated by 
magma, and then bursts back out into the ocean, forming hydrothermal vents. 

As the plates move farther apart, magma from the Earth’s interior percolates up 
to fill the gap, sometimes leading to the eruption of undersea volcanoes. This 
process, called seafloor spreading, is how new seafloor is formed.
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Conversely, when tectonic plates meet, the force causes mountains to 
rise and deep trenches to form. When the edge of one plate is forced 
under another — a process called subduction — it causes intense 
vibrations in the Earth’s crust, producing an earthquake. One of the 
most violent earthquakes related to plate tectonics struck northeast 
China in 1976. The disastrous Tangshan quake, registering 7.8 on the 
Richter scale, killed more than 240,000 people.

Undersea earthquakes and volcanic eruptions can generate catastrophic 
ocean waves called tsunamis. During a major quake, the seafloor can 
move several meters, setting into motion a huge amount of water. The 
resulting waves may race across the ocean at speeds up to 800 
kilometers (500 mi) per hour. The largest tsunami recorded measured 63 
meters (210 ft) above sea level when it slammed into Siberia’s 
Kamchatka Peninsula in 1737.

A tsunami (pronounced tsoo-nah-mee) is a wave train, or series 
of waves, generated in a body of water by an impulsive 
disturbance that vertically displaces the water column. 

Earthquakes, landslides, volcanic eruptions, explosions, and even 
the impact of cosmic bodies, such as meteorites, can generate 
tsunamis. Tsunamis can savagely attack coastlines, causing 
devastating property damage and loss of life.

Tsunami is a Japanese word with the English translation, 
"harbor wave.“

In the past, tsunamis were sometimes referred to as 
"tidal waves" by the general public, and as "seismic sea 
waves" by the scientific community. 

Represented by two characters, the top character, "tsu," 
means harbor, while the bottom character, "nami," means 
"wave."

The term "tidal wave" is a misnomer; although a tsunami's 
impact upon a coastline is dependent upon the tidal level 
at the time a tsunami strikes, tsunamis are unrelated to 
the tides.

Video: The Undersea Universe

51 minutes

Video: Smokers

10 minutes

The deepest known point on Earth is at the bottom of the Mariana
Trench, a depression in the floor of the western Pacific Ocean, just 
east of the Mariana Islands.
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The Marianas Trench is 1,554 miles long and 44 miles wide.

Near its southwestern extremity, 210 miles southwest of Guam, lies the deepest 
point on Earth. 

On 23 January, 1960, U.S. Navy Lieutenant Don Walsh and Dr. Jacques 

Picard descended to a depth of 10.92 kilometres (6.78 miles) into the 
Challenger Deep in the bathyscaphe Trieste.

This point — referred to as the “Challenger Deep”— plunges to a depth of 
nearly 7 miles.

It was discovered in 1951 by the British vessel Challenger II.

On January 23, 1960, Swiss scientist Jacques Piccard U.S. Navy Lt. 
Don and Walsh took the bathyscaphe Trieste to the bottom of the 
Challenger Deep of the Marianas Trench, the deepest spot on Earth. 
They achieved the record depth of 35,800 feet. 

Trieste is 15.7 metres (59.2 feet) in length.
The pressure hull, protecting her two-person hull is 13 to 18 cm (5 to 7 inches) thick.

She made 130 dives and earned three world records. Her last voyage was in 1963.

Dr. Robert Ballard

Dr. Ballard has led or participated in more than 100 deep-sea 
expeditions including the use of the deep-diving submersibles 
ALVIN, ARCHIMEDE, TRIESTE II, TURTLE, BEN FRANKLIN, CYANA 
and NR-1.

During his deep-sea expeditions, Ballard also discovered 
polymetallic sulfides, high temperature “black smokers” and warm 
water springs and their unusual animal communities in the 
Galapagos Rift.

These expeditions included the first manned exploration of the 
Mid-Ocean Ridge, the exploration of the luxury liner Lusitania and 
the discovery of previously lost ships such as the R.M.S. Titanic, 
the German battleship Bismarck, 11 warships from the lost fleet 
of Guadalcanal and the U.S.S Yorktown. 

Alvin, the best known and oldest of the six deep-diving manned research 
submarines now in operation, has made more than 1,500 dives in 28 years 
of operation.  

Alvin carries three people and is capable of diving to 4,000 metres (13,120 
feet).

Alvin has explored the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near the Azores at 2,700 metres 
(9,000 feet), measuring rock temperatures, collecting water samples for 
chemical analysis, and photographing pillow lava.

Alvin
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Hydrothermal Vents
Hydrothermal vents are geysers on the ocean floor. 

Deep-sea hydrothermal vents form along mid-ocean ridges, the 
volcanic undersea mountain ranges where new seafloor is created.
Before seafloor vents were actually observed, their existence was 
predicted because new oceanic crust cools more quickly than 
otherwise expected. Cold seawater penetrates deep into cracks in
the earth's crust. Heat from the rock is transferred to the water 
along with many different kinds of minerals. 

Once the water is heated, it rises rapidly, rushing out of cracks 
in the ocean floor. The scalding vent fluid mixes with cold ocean 
bottom seawater and creates a rising plume of warm water. 
This plume is often black where it leaves the vent because 
mineral particles precipitate when hot vent fluid and cold 
seawater mix. 

Fantastic mineral deposits are created where this hot water 
exits the seafloor. These structures are usually made of metal 
sulfides. 

The chemicals contained in the vent fluids support a thriving 
ecosystem on the ocean floor. This ecosystem is completely 
independent of the sun's energy. Microbes, some symbiotic, 
combine vent chemicals with oxygen and use the resultant 
energy to make food and to grow. Large animals populate the 
sulfide mounds and the surrounding bare lava, living on the 
energy harnessed by the microbes. 

Pitch darkness, poison gas, heavy metals, extreme acidity, enormous 
pressure, water at turns frigid and searing -- this seafloor environment 
seems more like something from deep space than from our own deep sea.

So-called "black smokers" are the hottest of the vents. They 
spew mostly iron and sulfide, which combine to form iron 
monosulfide. This compound gives the smoker its black color.

As the water cools, metal sulfides precipitate out and form a 
sedimentary layer down current from the vent.

Bacteria in the sediment, in the surrounding water and within specialized 
organisms make use of the hydrogen sulfide in the water to bind carbon 
into glucose by chemosynthesis.

This chemosynthesis forms the base of the food chains of vent organisms.

Seawater enters the fractured seabed near an active spreading center and percolates 
downward, where it comes into contact with rocks heated by a nearby magma 
chamber.  The warmed water expands and rises in a convection current.  As it rises, 
the hot water dissolves minerals from the surrounding fresh basalt.  When the water 
shoots from a weak spot in the seabed, some of these minerals condense to form a 
weak spot in the seabed.  Some of these minerals condense to form a “chimney” up 
to 20 metres (66 feet) high and 1 metre (3.3 feet) in diameter.

How do hydrothermal vents form?

As the vent water bursts out into the ocean, its temperature may
be as high as 400°C (750°F). Yet this water does not boil because 
it is under so much pressure from the tremendous weight of the 
ocean above. When the pressure on a liquid is increased, its 
boiling point goes up.

In some areas along the Mid-Ocean Ridge, the gigantic plates 
that form the Earth’s crust are moving apart, creating cracks and 
crevices in the ocean floor. Seawater seeps into these openings 
and is heated by the molten rock, or magma, that lies beneath 
the Earth’s crust. As the water is heated, it rises and seeks a 
path back out into the ocean through an opening in the seafloor.

"White smokers" release water that is cooler than their cousins’ and often 
contains compounds of barium, calcium, and silicon, which are white.
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A hydrothermal vent is a geyser on the seafloor. It continuously spews 
super-hot, mineral-rich water that helps support a diverse community of 
organisms. 

Although most of the deep sea is sparsely populated, vent sites teem with 
a fascinating array of life. 

Tubeworms and huge clams are the most distinctive inhabitants of Pacific 
Ocean vent sites, while eyeless shrimp are found only at vents in the 
Atlantic Ocean.

University of Delaware marine scientists recently collected this
portion of a vent chimney from a dive site on the Pacific Ocean 
floor. The shimmering gold material is the mineral pyrite, or "fool's 
gold." The orange areas are oxidized iron.

Geologists are intrigued by how rapidly vent 
chimneys grow — up to 9 meters (30 ft) in 18 
months. 

A scientist at the University of Washington has 
been monitoring the growth of “Godzilla,” a vent 
chimney in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of 
Oregon. It reached the height of a 15-story 
building before it toppled. It is now actively 
rebuilding.

There are many other reasons why scientists 
want to learn more about hydrothermal vents. 
These underwater geysers are believed to play 
an important role in the ocean’s temperature, 
chemistry, and circulation patterns.

The Lost City

The Lost City

Scientific team finds "Lost City" during deep-sea tour of Atlantic 
Oceanographers patrolling the mid-Atlantic in a miniature research 
submarine have stumbled onto a spectacular deep-sea garden of hot 
springs and towering spires they nicknamed the 'Lost City'.

"If this were on land," Duke University geologist Jeff Karson said, "it 
would be a national park." 

The scientists spotted the formations on Dec. 4 more than 3,200 feet 
below the frigid, stormy Atlantic during a month-long expedition to 
explore a submerged mountain. They said some of the ghostly white 
mineral formations soar 180 feet - the tallest undersea spires ever seen. 
Collectively, they cover an area larger than a football field on the flanks 
of a 14,000-foot mountain known as the Atlantic massif at 30 degrees 
north latitude. 

The formations have risen over eons as the result of the 
accumulation of minerals dissolved in hot water bubbling up through 
fissures known as thermal vents. They occur where plates in the 
Earth's crust collide and grind.  In these black ocean depths, some 
of the pinnacles resemble stalagmites in a cave while others look like 
dribble-sand castles on the beach. Ledges, or flanges, of the crusty, 
feathery crystals jut from the spires like mushrooms. 

Most vents occur at points where the crust is much younger than a million 
years old. 

The water from the vents is relatively cool at 160 degrees. The structures 
are composed of carbonate minerals and silica. Iron and sulphur-based 
minerals form most seafloor hot springs deposits. 

Rocks in the rugged area were formed in the Earth's hot mantle and 
pushed several miles up to the seafloor along active faults. 

Unlike vents in the Pacific the mid-Atlantic vent field shows relatively little 
complex life.

The scientists saw dense, floating mats of microorganisms but little else.  
"Why we did not see clams, mussels or shrimp is a mystery to me," Kelley 
said. "The microorganisms that live within these fields may be very 
different." 

Video: Recovering a Chimney

23 minutes
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Amazing communities of life exist at hydrothermal vents and
the so-called "black smoker" chimneys that, given the right 
conditions, rise above them like erupting stalagmites. 

Life in the Abyss

SOME FACTS ABOUT HYDROTHERMAL VENTS

•Deep-sea life was first discovered by Dr. Robert D. Ballard in 1977 at 
hydrothermal vents near the Galapagos Islands, at almost 9,000 feet 
depth. 

•Other deep-sea communities have been found around cold-water, 
high-salt and hydrocarbon seeps. 

•Green plants use carbon dioxide and sunlight to produce sugars and 
oxygen by a process called photosynthesis. 

•In vent communities, certain bacteria can use sulfur 
compounds, in place of the energy of the sun, to produce 
food. This food forms the basis of the food chain for the 
entire vent community. Thus, in vent communities the 
bacteria have the role that green plants have on land. 

•Several hundred new species have been discovered in 
hydrothermal vent communities. 

•Vent animals have developed special adaptations to deal with 
toxic substances coming from the vents (such as hydrogen 
sulfide). 

•Each vent community has a unique set of species found 
nowhere else and a few species that are shared by most other 
vent communities.

If there is a harsher place to live than a hydrothermal vent, it hasn't been 
found yet. Pitch darkness, poison gas, heavy metals, extreme acidity, 
enormous pressure, water at turns frigid and searing -- this seafloor 
environment seems more like something from deep space than from our 
own deep sea.

Blind shrimp, giant white crabs, and a variety of tubeworms are just some 
of the more than 300 species of vent life that biologists have identified.

More than 95 percent of these species are new to science.
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As if utter darkness were not enough, vent animals must contend with a 
witch's cauldron of deadly toxicants. Foremost among them is hydrogen 
sulfide, one of the principal ingredients of the broiling water spewing from 
vents and black smokers. While vent microbes thrive on the stuff, this gas 
is lethal to most other organisms, including the creatures that live within 
wafting distance. 

Yet not only do those animals survive it, they depend on it as intrinsically as 
they do on the microbes. 

Hydrogen sulfide reacts spontaneously with oxygen, so as soon as vent fluids 
come into contact with seawater, a swift reaction occurs, releasing energy. 

All that energy would go to waste if it were it not for the microbes. They 
harness that reaction and use carbon dioxide to make organic compounds 
that tubeworms for example, need to live.

"While the crabs that you see and the clams and the mussels look a lot like 
the kinds of things you might see in a restaurant for example, they're not 
the same. And the principal way that they're different is that they have to be 
adapted to survive in an environment without sunlight. That means that 
they live by feeding on bacteria."

The bacteria live off the gases and dissolved minerals emitted by the 
hydrothermal vents.

A hot vent fauna, dominated by vestimentiferan tube worms. 

These worms have been assigned to their own phylum, but they are most 
closely related to the Pogonophora. 

They do not feed and depend for their nutrition upon symbiotic bacteria. 
These bacteria use sulfide, which is delivered to them on special binding 
sites on the worm's hemoglobin molecule.

Galatheid crabs are often abundant near hot vents and here we see rows 
of them lining a fissure at a hot vent on the East Pacific Rise. They may be 
feeding on surface layers of sulfur bacteria. Such a density of surface -
feeding invertebrates would not be found on the open deep-sea floor, 
except perhaps at rare falls of large carcasses.

On a pavement of volcanic rock we find large numbers of the bivalve 
Calyptogena magnifica. In typical soft bottom deep-sea sites, bivalves 
and other benthic animals are just a few mm long, but adjacent to 
hot vents, these bivalve species are quite large, sometime exceeding 
20 cm in length. Moreover, growth rates are high.

A bed of the deep-sea mussel Bathymodiolus thermophilus, 
which has symbiotic sulfur bacteria that obtain their sulfur 
from the hydrogen sulfide emanating from the vents. The 
chamber in the background was deployed by the deep-sea 
submarine Alvin. Although most deep sea bivalves are only a 
few mm long, these mussels exceed 20 cm in length.

Spider Crab Deep Sea Anemone

Sulfur bacteria are very abundant, both in the water column and as 
surface colonies on the rocks near hot vents. These depend on the 
hydrogen sulfide that emanates in water from the vents. This great snow 
flurry-like population was found during a volcanic eruption on the East
Pacific Rise.
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Riftia, large tube worms (pogonophorans) that 
contain masses of chemosynthetic bacteria in 
special interior pouches.

Tubeworms are animals, yet they have no mouth, no stomach, no 
intestine, and no way to eliminate waste.  

They are so unusual that biologists initially placed them in their own 
special class in the animal kingdom, the Vestimentiferans.

Vents and smokers also release a bevy of heavy metals. Besides being toxic 
substances, these particles can clog mouthparts and gills. Biologists are still 
trying to figure out exactly how vent animals cope with these. 

Several animals have metal-binding proteins in their systems, while others, 
like some polychaete tubeworms, appear to expel these toxics in mucus. 

Vent water can also be extremely acidic. The pH of waters coming out of 
black smokers can be as low as 2.8, making it more acidic than vinegar. 
Biologists have seen "naked" snails around hydrothermal vents that could not 
form their calcium carbonate shells because the water was too acidic.

Some biologists have gone so far as to suggest that a vent-like environment 
was the place where life on Earth likely got its start. 

And if such a miracle could have occurred here on Earth, why not on other 
planets that have the necessary ingredients, including heat, water, and the 
right mix of chemicals?
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SOME FACTS ABOUT LIFE IN THE DEEP OCEAN

•The upper 100m of the water column is considered the sunlit zone. 

•Seventeen percent (17%) of all known animal species on Earth live in the 
ocean. Of these marine species, only two percent 2% live in the upper water 
column – the rest live just above, on, and in the bottom sediments. 

•Light is considerably reduced between 600 and 1000 feet depth. Animals 
inhabiting this mid-water have large eyes, a variety of light organs and are 
usually silvery gray, black, purple or red in color. 

•Deep-sea animals have low metabolisms and move slowly, often 
using a “float-and-wait” method for catching prey. They do not 
experience seasonal or annual changes in temperature or salinity
of the surrounding water. 

•Almost all areas of the deep sea have enough oxygen to 
support life. It comes from water in the Arctic or Antarctic which 
becomes so cold that it sinks and flows along the bottom of the 
ocean. 

•Deep-sea animals have several sources of food – migrating 
larva of animals which live in shallower depths, bodies of marine 
mammals and fish, marine snow and bacteria which produce 
food using chemosynthesis. 

•Chemosynthesis is similar to photosynthesis, which all green 
plants on the surface of the Earth use to make sugar compounds 
from the Sun’s energy and carbon dioxide. Deep-sea bacteria use 
sulfur as the energy source to produce food. 

Body tissues of deep-sea fish tend to have more water and less 
fats and proteins – they are more jellyfish-like than fish-like.

Marine Snow is made up of particles which are formed in the upper 
layers of the ocean – fecal pellets, bodies of planktonic organisms 
and other organic compounds. These clump together and fall to the 
bottom of the ocean.

Animals which live in the deepest parts of the ocean are dirty 
white or colorless, have reduced (or absent) eyes and many 
have bioluminescent (light-producing) organs. They must rely 
on senses other than vision to find food and mates and to 
associate with other animals

Many deep-sea animals have large mouths and recurved teeth –
when food comes along they don’t want to lose it! Some have also 
developed body parts that dangle and look like bait and may 
produce light to attract prey.

Chauliodus sloani

Viper Fish Chasing Hatchet Fish

Anoplogaster cornuta

Fangtooth Fish

Angler Fish

Melanocetus johnsoni
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Saccopharynx lavenbergi

Gulper

Caulophryne polynema

How much of the Earth’s surface does the ocean cover?

The ocean covers more than 70% of the Earth’s 
surface. That’s why Earth is often called the “water 
planet.”

Where and how deep is the deepest point in the ocean?

The deepest known point on Earth is at the bottom of the 
Mariana Trench, a depression in the floor of the western 
Pacific Ocean, just east of the Mariana Islands. This 
trench is 1,554 miles long and 44 miles wide. Near its 
southwestern extremity, 210 miles southwest of Guam, 
lies the deepest point on Earth. This point— referred to as 
the Challenger Deep — plunges to a depth of nearly 7 
miles. In 1960, the Trieste, a manned submersible owned 
by the U.S. Navy, descended to the bottom of the Mariana 
Trench. There, the pressure from the weight of the vast 
ocean above is tremendous. At more than 8 tons per 
square inch, it’s the equivalent of one person trying to 
hold 50 jumbo jets!

How “hot” is the hottest creature on Earth?

University of Delaware marine scientist Craig Cary 
recently discovered that an inhabitant of the deep 
sea is the most heat-tolerant animal on Earth. The
Pompeii worm (Alvinella pompejana) can survive an 
environment as hot as 80° C (176°F) — nearly hot 
enough to boil water.

The water erupting from hydrothermal vents is 
hotter than 100°C (212°F), yet it does not boil. Why 
not?

As vent water bursts out into the ocean, its 
temperature may be as high as 400°C (750°F). Yet 
this water does not boil because it is under so much 
pressure from the tremendous weight of the ocean 
above. When the pressure on a liquid is increased, its 
boiling point goes up.

When was the first submarine built?

Cornelius van Drebel, a Dutch inventor, is usually credited 
with building the first submarine. His underwater vessel 
consisted of a wooden frame sheathed in leather. Oars 
extending out the sides propelled the craft through the 
water, at depths up to 4.6 meters (15 ft). The oar openings 
were sealed with tight-fitting leather flaps. Drebel tested 
the sub in the Thames River in England between 1620 and 
1624. King James I is said to have taken a short ride in the 
craft. 

When you see R/V before the ship name Atlantis, what 
do you think it means?

The R/V is the abbreviation for research vessel.

The following article appeared in the Finland newspaper,  Ammenusasti.

"As a communist I don’t believe in heaven or the Bible but as a scientist I now 
believe in hell," said Dr. Azzacove. "Needless to say we were shocked to make such a 
discovery. But we know what we saw and we know what we heard. And we are 
absolutely convinced that we drilled through the gates of hell!"

Dr. Azzacove continued, ". . .the drill suddenly began to rotate wildly, indicating that
we had reached a large empty pocket or cavern. Temperature sensors showed a 
dramatic increase in heat to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit."

"We lowered a microphone, designed to detect the sounds of plate movements 
down the shaft. But instead of plate movements we heard a human voice screaming 
in pain! At first we thought the sound was coming from our own equipment."

"But when we made adjustments our worst suspicions were confirmed. The screams 
weren’t those of a single human, they were the screams of millions of 
humans!" 
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The Hot Dive

THE HOT DIVE 
Chimneys 
 
In the chilly depths of the Pacific, explorers find the unexpected: superheated towers of rock. 
 
In June of 1993, a swarm of seaquakes in the North Pacific just off the coast of Oregon sent monitors 
buzzing. A rise in the seafloor, the Juan de Fuca Ridge, was splitting apart at its seam, spewing boiling water 
and molten lava from a four-mile-long gash. Volcanic areas such as this bring forth extravagant gardens of 
hot springs, exotic and primitive life-forms, and immense stone towers called chimneys.  
 
By October, a team of scientists had set sail for the region aboard the ship Atlantis II. They intended to make 
the first-ever direct observation of the area from inside Alvin, the three-person research submersible. Armed 
with cameras and mechanical collecting arms and linked to Top Lab, the shipboard command center, by an 
underwater microphone, Alvin was capable of diving to two-and-a-half miles. But over the course of 15 days, 
researchers had surfaced empty-handed. Finally, on the last day 
of the expedition, sub pilot Bob Grieve, oceanographer John Delaney of the University of Washington, and 
Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist William J. Broad climbed into the white titanium hull and descended slowly 
toward the Source, a place in the ocean floor where the swarm of quakes originated.  
 
During their fantastic voyage, they discovered mature chimneys teeming with bizarre life and new spires 
carpeted in bacteria. For  the first time, scientists were able to glimpse the drama of a volcanic wasteland 
being transformed into a thriving oasis. And Broad and his crew held a privileged front seat for the opening 
act.  
 
"May the Force be with you," the controller in Top Lab said over the hydrophone as we began our descent. 
The daylight outside my viewing port slowly began to fade. Then came darkness, deeper and deeper. Before 
long I was transfixed by the flashing lights and glows and glimmers of an endless procession of gelatinous 
creatures, some quite small, others seemingly a foot or two in length. Ripples of light would pass along the 
bodies of the larger ones as we swept past. Smaller ones would explode in a luminescent flash. 

The overall density of the life was amazing. It seemed as if every square foot of seawater held at least one 
thing that was phosphorescent. At any moment there could be dozens of lights in view. Sometimes four or 
five would explode at once in a blaze of bioluminescent glory. All the living lights appeared to be streaking 
upward as we moved relentlessly down. Someone once remarked that it was like falling through stars. So it 
seemed to me. 

We fell for more than a hour, nearing the bottom, nearly a mile and a half down, around 9:30 a.m. Bob 
dropped some of Alvin's  steel weights, lightening us to near neutral buoyancy. The sound of their impact on 
the bottom reverberated through the sub's hydrophone speaker. Bob made some fine adjustments to our 
buoyancy with the ballast tanks and switched on the main lights.

All around us in every direction were humps and lumps of dark, bulbous lava. It was unbelievably spooky. 
The water was murky and filled with drifting debris, clouding our vision. Our lights were strong enough to 
illuminate a small area right around the sub. But the wider region was only vaguely discernible, a blur of 
indistinct shapes and dim shadows. The Empire State Building could have been standing at the edge of our 
vision and been easy to overlook. Overall, there was no way to judge whether we were in a deep fissure or 
high atop a ridge. The only things we could see clearly were right in our hemisphere of light. 

Suddenly a large, reddish shrimp swam past my window, its antennae fluid and willowy, each perhaps a foot 
long. 

We had landed relatively close to our first target, hopefully a hot spot, according to a message from the ship, 
which was closely monitoring our position through the chorus of transponder chirps. In theory the target lay 
just 250 feet away at a bearing of 140 degrees, or to the southeast. (In compass degrees north is 000, east 090, 
south 180, and west 270.) The target had been picked on the basis of instrument findings and topographical 
analysis. But we knew the exactitude was illusory. At best our targets were educated guesses and at worst 
convenient fictions. Four other Alvin dives to the Source had failed to find any hot spots amid a clutter of 
targets. Now it was our turn. 

The pillows of lava became interminable, punctuated only by occasional ridges and fissures. Slowly we 
seemed to be climbing out of a valley. My head swam with the blur of volcanic images. At a high point we 
paused to change course to a heading of 240, or west-southwest, going back across the valley. As we took off, 
the murk index started to rise, and the water was again  filled with a storm of white microbes called floc and 
other critters, including small, fast-moving fish with wonderfully flexible tails, insect-like creatures that moved 
by rapidly snapping some body part, and sinuous blurs that moved like snakes across sand. Then the water 
became extraordinarily clear. 

It went like that, back and forth, back and forth. My fatigue increased. Then out of the blue, we made the first 
major discovery of our voyage. 

Recall the context. Since the eruption in June, this general area of the Juan de Fuca Ridge had been studied by 
no fewer than five expeditions, ours being the sixth. To make our trip possible, a number of federal agencies 
had rapidly and closely cooperated, no small thing in itself. Our team of prominent experts had been assembled 
from across North America. At our helm was John  Delaney, a rising star of oceanography. We had risked bad 
weather late in the working season and been at sea for 15 hard days, tantalized and increasingly frustrated as 
clues of major activity came and went, the target always eluding us. John had gambled and extended the 
voyage to continue the hunt, risking no little professional embarrassment. In all, Alvin had gone down a dozen 
times. Then, in primal darkness at the bottom of the Pacific, in a place no human had ever laid eyes on before, 
we made our first big discovery. 

A tennis shoe. "No," said John, his voice low an incredulous. 

It was a Reebok, sitting upright on the sediment, bright white and seemingly in perfect condition. 

It was 10:30 a.m. 

We had been submerged for more than two hours and had found nothing of significance.

Around 11:00 a.m., we paused on the bottom to take stock of our situation. John was sketching a map of 
the area's topography when Top Lab called down. "Alvin, people on the surface are curious about whether 
you plan to visit the max anomaly target, over." (Our expedition considered the Source an anomaly 
because an underwater device used to scan the water for chemicals, temperatures, and particles had 
recorded some of the strongest readings ever in this area.) 

This was curious. We thought we had traversed that spot. But according to Top Lab, we had yet to visit 
the area that ahead of time had been determined to be the core of the heat anomaly -- in effect, had failed 
to play our top card. Munching on a candy bar, John sent us in that direction. Alvin lifted up and began to 
move again over endless piles of pillows. 

Rather quickly, the flat bottom fell away abruptly on the left, out John's window. We were atop a deep 
fissure. John called up to Top Lab that we would continue to follow it northward. 

Little was visible out John's window. Near mine lay the fissure's upper edge and the adjoining bottom. All 
the areas, as usual, were covered with lava. On my television monitor, via the sub's top camera, I could 
just make out the fissure's rocky floor, which meant it was perhaps 40 feet deep, given the limits on 
visibility down here. Bob moved Alvin more directly over the opening, so the fissure's rocky face slid past 
my observation port like a wall. The altimeter in the sub's tail, whose readings were displayed on my 
monitor, indicated the fissure's bottom was down 39 feet. We passed a huge lobe of lava that had begun to  
drip into the fissure before freezing stiff. 

The murk index went up, as did the critter count. On the wall moving past my window I began to see 
occasional sea fans and sea anemones. We passed a big sluglike creature that had a soft cloud of 
gelatinous tentacles radiating from its body, probably some kind of sea cucumber. Top Lab called down to 
say we were in the main anomaly area. Bob remarked that it was getting murkier and murkier. I saw small 
fishes in the wall's cracks. Most interesting of all, as we continued northward along the fissure I began to 
see brownish growths all over the rocks. They were different from anything I had seen during our dive or 
on videos of other dives. John asked if the growths looked like bacteria. 

 

"Yes," I replied, "standing up an inch or two all over the rocks, getting bigger as we move forward, maybe two or 
three inches high now. 

"More of it, lots more," I said. "Really fuzzy rocks. It's like they're all growing hair. It was starting to look like a 
beard," I said. 

We proceeded along the living wall, moving forward perhaps another 100 feet. Then Bob sang out, his voice 
tense. 

"What?" asked John. 

"I've got a spire." 

"A what?" 

"I have a chimney. I've got a spire." 

It materialized slowly out of the gloom before us, increasingly clear as we moved forward through the murky 
water. The chimney was poised on the fissure's rim. It was a patchwork of dark and light colors, framed by the 
dark surrounding lava. Its bottom was thick and craggy, perhaps ten or 12 feet across. Its midsection slowly 
tapered upward. The image of the monolith  overflowed my monitor as we drew closer. 

Chimneys usually form over volcanic rifts. When cold seawater seeps into the crack and comes into contact with 
the molten rock, it soaks up the heat and leaches out minerals in the rock. When the water becomes superheated, 
it gushes upward through the vent and deposits the minerals on the seafloor. Over time, the deposits build up 
layer after layer and the chimney grows. 
Alvin moved slowly up the spire's side. Its rocky top gushed no hot water, no black smoke. There was some 
venting, but most of the structure's shimmers seemed to come from cracks on its flanks. We were up 36 feet, 
according to the sub's altimeter. The bottom of the seafloor near the chimney was uneven, and this measurement 
seemed the best we were likely to get. The chimney was roughly the height of a building three or four stories tall.

We slid down the side and moved in close for a detailed survey, panning a color camera over its surface. The 
thing was a tangle of life. All the strands and tentacles and threads and filaments of the various creatures and 
growths seemed to be knotted together into a dense carpet. There were red-tipped tube worms emerging from 
brown outer cases, tiny white crabs, long white  microbial tendrils, and many small creatures that were hard to 
identify, such as little strings that looked like Chinese noodles.
Perhaps most prevalent was brownish and whitish fuzz similar to what I observed on the fissure's wall. And 
this, by such happenstance, was how the chimney got its name--Beard. 

Many of the animals had tendrils or arms that waved gently in the currents or swayed in the simmers of hot 
water. Overall, the chimney's lumpy surface was separated into different zones, where one or another fauna 
would predominate, giving that zone a dominant texture and color. That mottling had given the chimney its 
patchwork appearance from a distance. Brown beard would predominant in one area, white noodles in another, 
and scores of tiny crabs somewhere else. These were just the dominant creatures, each zone also having a host 
of less flashy inhabitants. Visible in a few places beneath this knot of biology was the rocky surface of the 
chimney, dappled with whites, grays, blues, and mysterious patches of red and orange. 

Adding to the strangeness of this overall scene was the frequent flow of shimmering water over the chimney's 
surface, making the image of whatever we were looking at ripple like a mirage. 

Smaller chimneys were joined at the bottom and were alive with shimmers. Currents of hot water scintillated 
all over their surfaces rather than occurring in patches, as on Beard. The chimneys had no coating of creatures. 
The only life visible was a few microbial strands stirring in the currents. Their surfaces were mostly smooth 
and cream-colored. John said these small spires would probably produce the hottest water and suggested that 
Bob knock the top off the tallest one to increase its flow. The robotic claw reached out, its fingers wide, and 
squeezed. Rather than just cracking or breaking a bit, the chimney collapsed in an explosion of swirling dust. 

"It's all anhydrite," Bob said. "It just crumbled." 

Anhydrite is a main building block of chimneys. The granular mineral is made of calcium sulfate. Forming 
only at high temperatures and requiring no minerals for its origin other than those normally found in 
seawater, it dissolves back into the sea when temperatures go down. Since it dissolves quickly, extinct 
chimneys and the cool surfaces of live ones usually have no anhydrite. Conversely, thin, young chimneys 
like those we were now examining were made principally of the crumbly stuff. 

We waited for the murky water to clear. After a couple of minutes we could see that the two small 
chimneys were now roughly the same height. Pure gray smoke came out of the vent. Bob lowered the 
temperature probe down the widened throat. The readings shot up to 529 degrees Fahrenheit and then 
rapidly fell off as the chimney's throat became clogged with debris. 

Things were growing hotter still. Bob knocked over the smaller chimney with the robot arm, revealing a 
nice, clean hole any plumber would have been happy to plumb. It gushed clouds of hot gray water. He put 
down the temperature probe and the readings soared to 536 degrees Fahrenheit, seven degrees hotter than 
before. 

We moved northward along the edge of the fissure and down into it a little. Right away Bob saw a large 
chimney perched on the rim, which he said looked like a church. To one side it had a pointed spire that 
looked very much like a steeple. 

"This thing looks much hotter, much hotter," he said. "It's not quite as big as the last one but it's definitely 
hotter, shimmering, smoking." 

We circled Church. Its hot flanks were almost barren of life, its surface a mottle of mineral whites, grays, 
and oranges. Its upper reaches looked like fresh anhydrite, and its sides shimmered with thick waves of hot 
water. Many of the vents emitted dense gray smoke, indicating high temperatures. As we circled, John saw 
a chimney lower down in the fissure and directed Bob to go there. John was curious to see if elevation in 
relation to the fissure made a difference. 

We dropped perhaps 40 or 50 feet into the gloom. The lower chimney turned out to be very large and gnarled 
and covered with dense clusters of creatures. It had a couple of dead flanges that stuck out horizontally. All in 
all it was perhaps 40 feet tall. No water came from its top, only shimmers up its sides. Its base was surrounded 
by rubble and sediment and brownish and orange-coloured debris, unlike our first chimney. It also had a 
surprising number of large cracks on its flanks, which were edged with whitish stains and percolating with hot 
water.

"It's hard to believe this could have gotten started in three months," said John. 

"No way," said Bob. 

The microbial tendrils on its sides were longer and plumper than those on the first big chimney and were 
packed into dense thickets. They undulated back and forth hypnotically in the shimmering currents, similar to 
some I had seen earlier. Their contrasts and colors were vivid, bright whites intermingled with soft browns and 
oranges. At John's direction, Bob had a robot arm grab out of the science basket a device called a slurp gun, 
which, like a vacuum cleaner, could suck up small things. Bob put it to work, zigging it back and forth through 
the microbial thicket. 

"It's 'Vacuum Bob,'" said John in the exaggerated voice of a television announcer. 

"Why go for those cheap models when you can have the Electrolux," Bob joked in the same voice, while 
moving the chrome tube through the soft tendrils. 

Our final act was difficult. Although we had earlier decided to pass up the opportunity to use a time-lapse 
camera, we still carried in our science basket a large temperature sensor powered by an automobile battery. In 
theory it could work for a year or more tracking the changes in a chimney's temperature--changes that might 
reveal some of the subtleties of chimney evolution, especially because this one was so young and hot. 

John asked if the temperature probe could be put in the vent we had just sampled. 

No problem, Bob replied.
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The trouble was getting a good video of the setup, which was important for eventual analysis of the data. After 
all, the chimney might change and grow dramatically during its year of monitoring. In lieu of a deployed 
camera, we needed a good visual fix on where the data initially came from. 

Bob said that as soon as the 80-pound battery was dropped, Alvin would start to rise, making it difficult to 
survey the setup on video. Normally, as a countermeasure, he could take on 80 pounds of water in the ballast 
tanks to compensate for the dropped load, thus remaining neutrally buoyant. But in an active chimney field the 
water was too acidic and corrosive for that. It could damage the tanks, he said. So deploying the gear had to be 
our last act. 

Bob pushed the probe down the throat of the hot vent, grabbed a yellow rope handle that looped around the 
battery, gently lifted the heavy mass, and swung it over next to Church. 

All this activity stirred up muck in the water as Alvin's thrusters worked to keep us down. Bob panned the 
camera over the site as we started to rise. I noted the time, 1:56 p.m., some six hours since we had entered the 
sub. The battery's position next to the chimney was evident through the murky water, but the probe's was not. 
Frustrated, John directed various lights to be turned on and off, and rotated his video selector switch through 
different channels. He gazed out his window. We were moving up slowly, with Bob slowing the ascent by 
means of the sub's thrusters, so that John could make last-minute observations. 

"I guess I do see it," said John. "Can you drive down? I can kind of make it out, Bob, but can't quite . . ." " Oh, 
s--t." 

"What?" 

"We're over the top of something hot."

Temperature sensors in Alvin's skin showed the hull was starting to heat up, a situation that was potentially 
deadly. Rapidly Bob swung the sub to one side, off the threat. 

John, ever the scientist, ever the oceanographic crusader in search of Moby Vent, was absolutely nonchalant and 
kept directing all his energies to getting the best possible video of the experimental setup. Without pause, he 
directed Bob to churn the thrusters to swing Alvin around the chimney and down low for better viewing. 

"I can't see where I am," Bob grumbled as the thrusters raised clouds of muck. 

John, with clearer vision out his port, became Bob's eyes, telling him to turn to the right to bring the chimney 
into full view. "Swing it past my window and then let's get out of here. I just need to get a visual image of the 
whole thing." 

Finally, he could see where the temperature probe was placed. 

"God, that's perfect," said John. "Let's get out of here." 

It was 2:00 p.m. We started to rise as Bob requested permission from the ship to surface. Unexpectedly, Top Lab 
said to stand by and hold position. 

"Ship traffic," it gave as the reason. 

We waited, suspended between worlds.

"Okay, Alvin," Top Lab called down, "you're clear to surface." 

Out my observation port I watched the bottom fade from view. Somehow it now looked beautiful, not eerie. I 
could see no chimneys, even though the ones we had just investigated were quite close by. 

On the way up, I watched the flashes of living light and wondered what else lay out there. 

by William J. Broad 
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